We utilized the databases of a hospital information sysem to select for determination of reference values various dividual hospitalized patients on the basis of their diagnoses at discharge.The nonparametnc2.5-97.5% "healthrelated" reference intervals were calculated for hemoglobin concentration, mean corpuscular volume (MCV), and erythrocyte count for both sexes. After combination with laboratory data, the results for selected patients may be used to estimate reference intervals for different analytes. In this way, both "healthy" and "diseased" reference populations can be delineated. Here we report details of such an approach, as applied to
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Selection by diagnosis.
The Finnish version of ICD-9 classification was considered carefully and diagnoses of diseases and conditions possibly affecting RBC variables were listed as exclusion criteria at the four-digit level of the classification ( 
Reference Intervals
In the diagnosis-selected reference groups, some collection errors stifi had to be eliminated:
Tests done during postoperative periods could be found by comparing laboratory data with stored dates and times of surgery in the anesthesia database; such results were eliminated.
Results from the first week of the year were also excluded to remove the patients admitted before the yearshift. Consequently, the total number of patients was reduced to 1786 women and 1454 men (for Hgb results), and 1784 women and 1450 men (for MCV and RBC counts). Reference intervals were produced for Hgb, MCV, and RBC counts for both women and men by nonparametric methods, with use of the 2.5% and 97.5% reference limits with 95% binomial confidence limits (REFVAL program; designed by H. E. Solberg, Department of Clinical Chemistry, Rikahospitalet, Oslo, Norway).
Results

Selection.
In terms of the lCD classification, patients with several hundred different diagnostic codes of diseases possibly affecting RBC parameters were excluded from the reference group (at the four-digit level of the classification, Fig. 1 
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in the "healthy" male patient reference group (Table 2 ; Table 4 ). The average number of different diagnoses per individual was smaller in the diagnosis-selected group than in the excluded group, as expected.
Urogenital diseases dominated in the women's reference group (e.g., vaginal prolapse, stress incontinency, sterility) (Table 4 practical applicability (Table 5) . Even the iteratively transformed distributions usually failed to approximate a gaussian shape (REFVAL program); therefore, we considered nonparametric estimates of reference intervals more reliable. The effect of menstrual bleeding was seen in the Hgb concentration and RBC counts of women of fertile age. Among the men, Hgb concentrations and RBC counts of the younger subgroups were higher than those of the older subgroups.
Discussion
HospitalizedReference Population
A hospitalized reference population can be seen as a formally characterizable reference category. One can argue that the clinical problem of differential diagnosis is not to discern "health" from "disease," but to discern a particular disease from other diseases. In that sense, other hospital patients may be better references than 3) Sample sizes are large enough to allow partitioning of data at a statistically acceptable level if needed; and 4) Both "health-associated" and "disease-related" values can be accumulated, which allow for probability calculations, such as likelihood ratios or predictive values, to confirm or exclude a disease on the basis of a new laboratory result.
Reference Values from Hospitalized Patients
The reference intervals generated from hospitalized patients differed in some respects from the intervals produced conventionally from healthy populations in this hospital: The upper limit of reference intervals of MCV in nonhospitalized subjects had been estimated to be about 95 fL. The higher upper limits of MCV intervals in our "healthy" hospitalized subjects (Fig. 3, left were not statistically significant.
The greatest rate of misselection was among the very low Hgb results, which may have decreased the estimate for 2.5% limit for women (Fig. 2 ).
In conclusion, we suggest that the use of computers in storing patient and laboratory data makes it possible to combine individual discharge diagnoses, demographic data, and other relevant information from the treatment periods with laboratory results, thus fulfilling the IFCC recommendation for individually characterized reference subjects. In the future, such an approach may be enhanced by structured electronic patients' records, which will allow more detailed classifications of patients. The distributions of reference values produced may then be utilized in a new way to compare patients' results with those of "healthy" and "diseased" reference populations of the same hospital. When clinical doctors discover the benefits of accurate databases created by their own efforts, they will be motivated to improve the techniques and practices in coding and storing patients' data.
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